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Introduction 
Security is the top priority at AWS and our Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) partner practice is extending this 
priority into the MSSP partner community. Our MSSP practice seeks to enable and develop MSSPs to provide a set of 
services designed to protect and monitor essential AWS resources for customers. AWS MSSPS security experts have 
defined the technical requirements for ten services spanning six security domains to be referred to as AWS Level 1 
Managed Security Service Specializations (AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations).  A MSSP that has successfully met the 
business requirements and passed a technical review audit by AWS MSSP security experts is referred to as an AWS Level 
1 Managed Security Service Provider (AWS Level 1 MSSP). This taxonomy simplifies the various processes an AWS 
customer would otherwise undergo to implement and maintain adequate security “IN” the cloud such as search for and 
implement individual security tools (companies utilize 47 tools on average). The taxonomy offers an opportunity for 
AWS Level 1 MSSPs and AWS to align to a consistent message to reach technical and non-technical audiences of 
customers, prospects, thought leaders, analysts and media outlets.  This document is a confidential and only shared 
under nondisclosure agreement. AWS reserves the right to make changes to this document at any time. 
 

What is a Message Map? 
A message map is a structure used for developing product and/or service marketing communications material such as 
web content, presentations, sales assets, creative designs, white papers, webinars, and videos. Message maps help to 
simplify the process of developing marketing communications material by serving as the single source of overarching 
themes, individual product and/or service messages and supporting points. Leveraging a message map will strengthen 
product/service positioning and reduce misunderstandings or confusion of the products and/or services over time. 
 

How to Use this Document 
Use this document when creating marketing communications material related to AWS Level 1 Managed Security Service 
Specializations (AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations) and/or AWS Level 1 Managed Security Service Providers (AWS Level 1 
MSSPs). Deviation from the copy in this document without reviewing with an AWS partner development manager is 
discouraged.  
 
 
 

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190730005215/en/Ponemon-Study-53-Percent-of-IT-Security-Leaders-Don%E2%80%99t-Know-if-Cybersecurity-Tools-are-Working-Despite-an-Average-of-18.4-Million-Annual-Spend
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AWS Level 1 MSSP Messaging 
Summary Last Updated 

24/7 security protection and monitoring of essential AWS resources delivered by validated AWS 
MSSPs as a fully managed service. 

Nov 17, 2020 

 

Positioning Statement Last Updated 

Headline options: 

• Managed cloud security starts at Level 1 

• Utilizing an AWS Level 1 MSSP for 24/7 security protection and monitoring of essential 
resources enables you to develop at the speed of your innovation. 

• Protecting and monitoring the doors and windows of your AWS environment 24/7 

• AWS Level 1 MSSP - the 24/7 security alarm for your cloud environment 
 
The AWS Level 1 Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) distinction is given to cyber security 
businesses that have successfully met or exceeded the ten managed security service (MSS) 
specializations AWS security experts require. These ten MSS specializations protect and monitor 
essential AWS resources and are delivered to AWS customers as a 24/7 fully managed service for 
either supplementing internal security staff or outsourcing. The ten MSS specializations are defined 
by AWS security experts to benefit cloud environments of any size and span six security domains: 
vulnerability management, cloud security best practices and compliance, threat detection and 
response, network security, host and endpoint security, and application security.  
 
From emerging startups, small to mid-sized businesses, to multi-national enterprises, adding the 
expertise of an AWS Level 1 MSSP into your organization is a valuable way to increase your cloud 
security posture and maintain it with experts watching 24/7. No security personnel are required 
although we welcome the opportunity to integrate and join forces with your security teams. AWS 
Level 1 MSS operationalizes many security tools for you that include native AWS security services 
and AWS Security Competency Technology Partner tools that have undergone a verification process 
validating their tools have met the high-quality requirements of AWS security experts.   

Dec 7, 2020 

 

Industry/Vertical Target Use Cases Last Updated 

Industry/Vertical Unique Challenge(s) Benefit(s)  

Education 

Maintaining privacy and security of 
student data and personally 
identifiable information (PII) are high 
priorities for the education segments. 
Several compliance standards such as 
COPPA and FERPA exist to provide 
prescriptive controls. 

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, 
Managed Detection and Response and 
Managed Web Application Firewall (WAF) 
protect and monitor education AWS 
environments for unauthorized user access 
events.  

 

Financial Services 
The Financial Services Industry is 
responsible for maintaining customer 
trust and securing data. 

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, 
Managed Detection and Response, AWS 
Security Best Practices Monitoring, and 
AWS Compliance Monitoring protect and 
monitor FSI AWS environments for 
unauthorized user access attempt events 
and compliance status. 
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Government 

Government agency security teams 
often experience under-staffed, thinly 
-spread security resource 
departments and are challenged to 
maintain high standards of security 
posture in their cloud environments.  

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, 
Monitor, Triage Security Events and 24/7 
Incident Alerting and Response help 
government agencies stay vigilant in their 
AWS environments. 

 

Healthcare 

Healthcare organizations need to 
maintain reliability of their cloud 
environments that manage patient 
data and maintain the privacy of this 
data in order to deliver optimal 
system efficiency and care. 

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, AWS 
Infrastructure Vulnerability Scanning, AWS 
Compliance Monitoring, and Managed 
Detection and Response for AWS 
Endpoints help healthcare organizations 
maintain high cloud security posture levels 
24/7. 

 

Hospitality 

Hospitality companies transact with 
many customers, often interacting 
with payment details, addresses, and 
other personally identifiable 
information (PII).  They must keep 
their customers’ PII secure and 
private to maintain their trust and 
integrity.  

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, AWS 
Security Best Practice Monitoring, 
Managed Detection and Response for AWS 
Endpoints, and 24/7 Incident Alerting and 
Response monitor hospitality 
environments for unauthorized user access 
attempt events. 

 

Manufacturing 

In manufacturing, a cyber event 
doesn’t just lead to loss of data, but 
can also negatively impact operations 
and present a safety concern. 

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, 
Managed Detection and Response for AWS 
Endpoints, DDoS Mitigation, and 24/7 
Incident Alerting and Response monitor 
manufacturing environments for 
unauthorized user access attempt events 
and service floods to help maintain   
optimal performance. 

 

Power and 
Utilities 

Global societies depend on Power 
and Utility companies and they are 
responsible for maintaining customer 
trust and securing their data. 

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, 
Managed Detection and Response for AWS 
Endpoints, DDoS Mitigation, and 24/7 
Incident Alerting and Response monitor 
Power and Utility environments for 
unauthorized user access attempt events 
and service floods to help maintain 
optimal performance. 

 

Retail 

Retail companies transact with many 
customers, often interacting with 
payment details, addresses, and 
other personally identifiable 
information (PII).  They must keep 
their customers’ PII secure and 
private to maintain their trust and 
integrity. 

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, 
Managed Detection and Response, AWS 
Security Best Practices Monitoring, and 
AWS Compliance Monitoring protect and 
monitor retail AWS environments for 
unauthorized user access attempt events 
and compliance status. 

 

Software & 
Internet 

Software and internet companies 
need to maintain high cloud security 
posture and develop their products 

The AWS Level 1 MSS Specializations, AWS 
Resource Inventory Visibility, Managed 
Detection and Response, and AWS Security 
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quickly to meet time-to-market 
pressures while utilizing AWS service 
configurations that adhere to security 
best practices.  

Best Practices Monitoring protect and 
monitor software and internet AWS 
environments to help support optimal 
development velocity. 

 

Facts and Figures Last Updated 

- Through 2025, 99% of cloud security failures will be the customer’s fault (source) 
- 62% of security threats to public clouds are attributed to AWS Cloud platform 

misconfigurations by customers (source) 
- VZ Breach report says cloud attacks doubled in 2019 (source) 
- Two in three (65%) respondents consider cloud security the most important skill for 

migrating or implementing cloud infrastructure (source)  

Nov 17, 2020 

 

End Customer Persuasive Pitch Last Updated 

Let us take some of your cloud security weight off your shoulders. As an AWS Level 1 Managed 
Security Service Provider (MSSP), we have worked closely with AWS security experts to develop the 
ten managed security service (MSS) specializations they require. The AWS Level 1 MSS are uniquely 
designed to protect and monitor your essential AWS resources, delivered to you as a fully managed 
service.  
 
Whether your company is new to security or already staffed with cloud security professionals, we 
are happy to either become your outsourced cloud security team or be integrated into your internal 
security teams’ operations. Either way, you will benefit from our close collaboration with AWS 
security experts in the integration of native AWS security services and AWS Security Competency 
Technology Partner tools that our staff of cyber professionals leverage to provide you AWS Level 1 
MSS.    

Nov 17, 2020 

 

Channel Partner Persuasive Pitch Last Updated 

Your customers are embracing cloud as a part of their digital transformation and security is a top 
priority. As you know, cloud security is quite different than traditional on-premises security 
paradigms and we have worked closely with AWS security experts to develop the ten managed 
security service (MSS) specializations they require of AWS Level 1 MSSPs. These ten MSS 
specializations protect and monitor the essential AWS resources in your customers’ cloud 
environments. As a valued partner of ours and extension of our sales force, you have the unique 
opportunity to offer AWS Level 1 MSS to your customers fully operated and supported by our team 
of AWS cloud security experts.  
 
This is an opportunity to extend your company’s trusted advisor status with your customers into 
AWS security as well. By offering your customers AWS Level 1 MSS, you will help them reduce their 
business risk, increase their cloud security posture, and fill cyber skills gaps. This is also an 
opportunity for your company to expand your managed security services recurring revenue stream 
and differentiate your offerings.   

 

 

AWS Level 1 MSS Specialization and Benefits Last Updated 

AWS Level 1 MSS 
Specialization 

Description Benefit  

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/is-the-cloud-secure/
https://www.alertlogic.com/resources/whitepapers/key-steps-in-defining-a-shared-responsibility-model-for-amazon-web-services-aws/?_bt=398587306557&_bk=aws%20shared%20responsibility%20model&_bm=e&_bn=g&utm_campaign=KB-Search-AWS-Security-US&utm_source=g&utm_medium=cpc&utm_content=download&utm_keyword=aws%20shared%20responsibility%20model&utm_matchtype=e/?_bt=398587306557&_bk=aws%20shared%20responsibility%20model&_bm=e&_bn=g&utm_campaign=KB-Search-Shared-Security-US&utm_source=g&utm_medium=cpc&utm_content=homepage&utm_keyword=aws%20shared%20responsibility%20model&utm_matchtype=e&gclid=CjwKCAjw_LL2BRAkEiwAv2Y3SV7Hzq1JpGEtXiFv7XayjucYVEJPp3nu0J_AHNnefpSkqszz8ZhyPxoCxO4QAvD_BwE
https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/verizon-breaches-targeting-cloud-based-data-doubled-in-2019-a-14305
https://www.channelpartnersonline.com/2020/05/26/cloud-adoption-in-2020-security-still-a-big-gap-partners-can-fill/
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AWS Infrastructure 
Vulnerability 
Scanning 

Routine scanning of AWS infrastructure 
resources for known software 
vulnerabilities.  Newly added resources 
are automatically discovered and 
available for scanning.  AWS metadata 
for scanned AWS infrastructure is 
available as part of scan results to better 
enable reporting and decision making. 

 
Identifies infrastructure in your AWS 
environment that is subject to known 
vulnerabilities.  Findings around 
known vulnerabilities enable 
customers to remediate these 
findings, helping to ensure  that their 
infrastructure is in line with security 
best practices.  
 
Customers seeking to maintain 
compliance can utilize vulnerability 
scanning to help demonstrate their 
compliance with external compliance 
standards. 
 

 

AWS Resource 
Inventory Visibility 

Continuous scanning and reporting of all 
AWS resources, and their configuration 
details, updated automatically with 
newly added or removed resources.  

Maintain full visibility into what AWS 
resources are being added, changed, 
or removed across your organization 
to help reduce business risk from 
unsanctioned activity. 

 

AWS Security Best 
Practices Monitoring 

Detect when AWS accounts and the 
configuration of deployed resources do 
not align to security best practices. 

Track and detect misconfigurations of 
AWS resources to improve cloud 
security posture and reduce business 
risk.  

 

AWS Compliance 
Monitoring 

Scanning your AWS environment for 
compliance standards on two or more of 
the following: CIS AWS Foundations, PCI 
DSS, HIPAA,, HITRUST, ISO 27001, MITRE 
ATT@CK, AND SOC2. 

Improve cloud security governance 
and compliance posture and reduce 
business risk. 

 

Monitor, Triage 
Security Events 

A combination of automated tooling and 
security experts continuously monitors 
aggregated AWS resource logs across 
network, host, and API layers to analyze 
and triage security events.  Identified 
alerts are made available for customers 
to view, allowing them to incorporate 
remediation into their operational 
workflows.  Remediation guidance is 
provided with the findings to better 
enable customers to resolve issues in 
their environments. 

 
 
Gain full visibility into security alerts 
related to your AWS environment, 
with a consolidated list of security 
events and recommended 
remediation guidance.    

 

24/7 Incident 
Alerting and 
Response 

Receive notification of high priority 
security events and expert guidance on 
recommended remediation steps 24/7. 

Respond quicker to high priority 
security events, reducing event 
impact and business risk. 

 

Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS) 
Mitigation 

A system backed by technology and 
security experts monitoring 24/7 for 

Increase visibility and resilience to 
DDoS attacks and reduce the risk of  
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Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 
attacks against your AWS applications. 

availability, financial, and security 
impacts to your applications. 

Managed Intrusion 
Prevention System 
(IPS) 

Protect your environment from known 
and emerging network threats that seek 
to exploit known vulnerabilities. 

Add a layer of security for your AWS 
based endpoints, helping with 
defense against known threat 
patterns, increasing your overall 
security posture. 

 

Managed Detection 
and Response for 
AWS Endpoints 

A combination of technology and cloud 
security experts working to continuously 
detect, investigate, and remove threats 
from within your AWS endpoints. 

Free up internal resources and 
decrease your business risk with 
continuous detection, investigation, 
and remediation of AWS endpoint 
security events. 

 

Managed Web 
Application Firewall 
(WAF) 

A firewall managed service designed to 
protect web-facing applications and APIs 
against common exploits.  

Maintain high web-application and 
API availability and reduce risk of 
compromised security, or 
consumption of excessive resources. 

 

 
 

Technical Specifications Last Updated 

AWS Level 1 MSS 
Specialization 

Details  

AWS Infrastructure 
Vulnerability Scanning 

AWS Level 1 MSSP regularly performs un-authenticated and 
authenticated scans against AWS infrastructure.   Vulnerability 
information includes AWS resource metadata such as tags, instance ID, 
VPC, subnet, and region. New VPCs and EC2 instances are automatically 
detected for scanning. All vulnerability findings are regularly delivered. 

 

AWS Resource Inventory 
Visibility 

AWS resource inventory information across all customer accounts and 
regions is provided in a consolidated view. Resource additions, changes, 
or terminations are routinely identified using event sources such as 
AWS CloudTrail, AWS Config, or Amazon EventBridge. Terminated 
resources will either be removed from the resource inventory view or 
marked as terminated.  

 

AWS Security Best Practices 
Monitoring 

AWS Security best practices are monitored for at least Amazon EC2, 
Amazon S3, Amazon RDS, AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM), 
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS), 
Amazon Elastic File System (EFS), and AWS Key Management Service 
(KMS). Misconfiguration findings regularly delivered. 

 

AWS Compliance 
Monitoring 

Compliance monitoring provided against the configuration of AWS 
account(s) and the AWS services running in the account(s) for at least 
two of the following: CIS AWS Foundations Benchmark v1.2 and 1.3, 
HITRUST v9.3, HIPAA, ISO 27001:2013, MITRE ATT@CK, PCI DSS v3.2, 
SOC2. Compliance findings regularly delivered. 

 

Monitor, Triage Security 
Events 

Monitoring of network, API, and host level threats of AWS account(s) 
with process to triage security alerts and suppress false positives. 
Recommended remediation steps of positively confirmed security 
events are provided, or remediation actions may be taken with AWS 

 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/security/
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account(s) owner’s permission. Positively confirmed security events are 
regularly delivered with AWS metadata of affected resources included. 

24/7 Incident Alerting and 
Response 

Receive high priority confirmed security event alerts, recommended 
remediation actions, or guided response support 24/7. 

 

Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS) Mitigation 

Configuration support and ongoing management of protection from 
Layer 3, 4, and 7 Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. DDoS 
mitigation events regularly delivered. 

 

Managed Intrusion 
Prevention System (IPS) 

Configuration support and ongoing management of protection from 
known and emerging network layer threats. Threat signatures or 
equivalent regularly updated.  

 

Managed Detection and 
Response for AWS 
Endpoints 

Proactive monitoring of AWS workloads for existing or attempted 
threats using at minimum AWS endpoint telemetry and human 
contextual analysis. Security events are investigated or contained or 
eliminated with AWS account(s) owner permission. 

 

Managed Web Application 
Firewall (WAF) 

Protection from at least the OWASP Top Ten Web Application Security 
Risks and support in authoring custom WAF rules. Receive 
recommended WAF rules to be created based on analysis of WAF data 
sources. WAF events regularly delivered. 

 

 
 

Why Choose This Offering?  Last Updated 

25 Words  

AWS Level 1 Managed Security Service Providers can provide the services AWS 
security experts require to protect and monitor essential AWS resources 
around the clock. 

 

50 Words 

AWS Level 1 Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) have received 
distinction from AWS security experts to have met or exceeded the capabilities 
of the required services to protect and monitor essential AWS resources. 
Delivered as a fully managed service and suitable for small and medium size 
businesses to enterprises.  

 

100 Words 

AWS  Level 1 Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) distinction is given to 
MSSPs that have successfully met or exceeded the capabilities of services AWS 
security experts require to protect and monitor essential AWS resources. 
Delivered as a 24/7 fully managed service and flexible to be utilized for either 
supplementing internal security staff or outsourcing. The managed security 
services are defined by AWS security experts to benefit cloud environments of 
any size and span six security domains: vulnerability management, cloud 
security best practices and compliance, threat detection and response, 
network security, host and endpoint security, and application security.  

 

 

https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
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